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congress out of office - anderson we complain about chinese democracy but we allow our politicians to set up districts in
the ocean and on uninhabited areas just to stay in congress congress is not representative of the people reason why we can
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policies and actions that foster government dysfunction and, i know why poor whites chant trump trump trump stir what doesn t make sense is that america s white underclass would agree with him big or small our government has failed
everyone but the wealthiest class most politicians barely maintain a pretense of representing the people except during
election years when they talk about issues and make promises they have no intention of keeping, trump s housing budget
is a mass eviction notice for the - trump s housing budget is a mass eviction notice for the poor millions of tenants already
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video for political events politics and the government, blame the neoliberals democrats toxic ideology paved the - she
had at her command the biggest big money operation in history and her ties to corporate america were far deeper and
stronger than president obama s her path to the white house was it seemed rather clear and then a genuine progressive
came along and messed everything up, the transformation of bernie sanders the nation - and the atmosphere of center
left politics has changed since 2013 or even 2016 when hillary clinton chose to frame her campaign in iowa around the
certainty that single payer health care would, the politics and demographics of food stamp recipients - democrats are
about twice as likely as republicans to have received food stamps at some point in their lives a participation gap that echoes
the deep partisan divide in the u s house of representatives which on thursday produced a farm bill that did not include
funding for the food stamp program overall a pew research center survey conducted late last year found that about one in
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